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		This book gives a contemporary overview of the technologies of single-frequency fiber lasers. The development of single-frequency fiber lasers is one of the most significant achievements in the field of laser photonics over the past two decades. Owing to the crucial demands of a laser sources with highly stable single-frequency operation, narrow linewidth, low noise, scalable to high output power, compact and robustness structure, fiber lasers have been intensively studied since its introduction to the single-frequency laser community and they still continuously proceed to trigger the emergence of new technologies and applications. This book systematically demonstrates the single-frequency fiber laser technologies from fundamental principles to state-of-the-art progress. Details of selected typical applications of single-frequency fiber lasers are also given and discussed. The reader will acquire a good knowledge of the current situation within this important field.
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Programming the VICABC Clio, 1984

	
		Programming the VIC picks up where other programming guides leave off. It covers virtually every aspect of the VIC-20, from simple BASIC commands to complex machine language techniques, and every explanation is written with clarity and style. The result? A comprehensive book, easy to read and...
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Test-Driven Development in Microsoft .NETMicrosoft Press, 2004
With the clarity and precision intrinsic to the Test-Driven Development (TDD)  process itself, experts James Newkirk, and Alexei Vorontsov demonstrate how to  implement TDD principles and practices to drive lean, efficient coding—and  better design. The best way to understand TDD is to see it in action, and  Newkirk and Vorontsov walk you...
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Demystifying the Ipsec Puzzle (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
Now that the Internet has blossomed into the "Information Superhighway," with its traffic (and drivers) becoming increasingly diverse, security has emerged as a primary concern. This innovative new book offers you a global, integrated approach to providing Internet Security at the network layer. You get a detailed presentation of the...
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Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and FieldsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and Fields discusses how to understand the properties of the level sets of paths as well as how to compute the probability distribution of its extremal values, which are two general classes of problems that arise in the study of random processes and fields and in related applications. This book...
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Nikon D7000: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2011

	This book is for anyone upgrading from their Nikon D90 or current DSLR to the highly anticipated Nikon D7000. There's the manual, of course, as well as competing books, and while they all explain, often in 400+ pages, what the camera can do, none of them shows exactly how to use the camera to create great images!
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Quick Guide to Flash CatalystO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is here to help you get your job done. In general, you may use the code in
		this book in your programs and documentation. You do not need to contact us for
		permission unless you’re reproducing a significant portion of the code. For example,
		writing a program that uses several chunks of code from this book does...
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